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ABSTRACT
The Naret region has a complex geological history of Alpine polyphase folding
and metamorphism that affected pre-Alpine rocks of the Maggia nappe, in-
cluding the Matorello group (interpreted in this study as late-Variscan intru-
sives), the Lebendun nappe and Mesozoic rocks of the Bedretto zone. From
field observations, four main ductile deformation phases (D1 to D4) can be
distinguished and, in combination with thermodynamic modelling, the
tectono-metamorphic evolution for the Naret region can be reconstructed. D1
formed the initial nappe stack. During this phase, the Maggia nappe was thrust
over the Lebendun nappe, at T ≤ 570°C and P ≤ 10 kbar. D2 caused isoclinal
refolding of the nappe pile, at around 610–640°C and 8.5–10 kbar, and pro-
duced both the main regional foliation (S2) and a penetrative stretching lin-
eation which is generally parallel to F2 fold axes. D2 is largely responsible for
the current complicated geometry of the Lebendun nappe boundary. The main
phase of porphyroblastesis occurred between D2 and D3, corresponding to a
metamorphic temperature peak of ca. 640–650°C at pressures of ca. 8–9 kbar.
D3 produced open folds oblique to the general Alpine trend (“crossfolding”)
and locally a crenulation cleavage with a well developed crenulation lineation,
at estimated temperatures of 550–610°C. The last important phase, D4, caused
open backfolding of all pre-existing structures and is responsible for steepen-
ing of the main S2 foliation, to produce the Northern Steep Zone, and for a re-
gional rotation of S3 and L3. D4 developed at T ≥ 550°C and P ≥ 3 kbar.
The Lebendun nappe is a complicated structure developed as the result of
non-coaxial fold interference related to D1 and D2. From tectono-stratigraphic
evidence, the rocks of the Lebendun nappe are interpreted as pre-Triassic in
age.
tectono-stratigraphic position of the Lebendun and Maggia
nappes (Niggli et al. 1936; Steck & Hunziker 1994; Grujic &
Mancktelow 1996; Froitzheim et al. 1996; Steck 1998; Schmid
et al. 2004; Maxelon & Mancktelow 2005), the Permo-Car-
boniferous versus Mesozoic age of conglomeratic rocks as-
signed to the Lebendun nappe (Rodgers & Bearth 1960;
Spring et al. 1992), and the magmatic source of the Matorello
orthogneiss (Günthert et al. 1976, 1996; Ramsay & Allison
1979). In the current study, the Naret region was remapped on
a scale of 1:10’000, with particular emphasis on structural rela-
tionships and the interplay between deformation and meta-
morphism. Field and thin-section observations establish that
the structural history may be described in terms of four geo-
metrically and kinematically distinct deformation phases. In
combination with thermodynamic modelling, a tectono-meta-
1. Introduction
The area around Lago del Naret, located in the northern Lep-
ontine Alps (Fig. 1), is a classic region for studies of polyphase
folding and its relationship to mineral growth (Ramsay 1967;
Ayrton & Ramsay 1974; Klaper 1982; Ramsay & Huber 1987;
Grujic 1993) and of heterogeneous simple shear development
(Ramsay & Graham 1970; Ramsay & Allison 1979; Simpson
1981, 1982a; Mohanty & Ramsay 1994). In terms of Alpine ge-
ology, it is also a critical region for establishing the tectonic
history of the Central Alps, because the well-developed fold
interference patterns allow the sequence of geometrically dis-
tinct deformation events to be distinguished unequivocally
(e.g. Grujic & Mancktelow 1996). However, this zone presents
several geological problems that are still unresolved. The
major controversies concern the structural evolution and
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morphic history could be determined that is common to all
units in the Naret region. The structural position of the Leben-
dun nappe is discussed, based on a geometric model of its rela-
tively complex shape that is consistent with observed small-
scale parasitic fold vergences and fold overprinting relation-
ships. Conglomerates associated with the Lebendun nappe do
not outcrop in the area mapped for this study. However, the
position of the more even-grained meta-arkosic paragneisses
forming the “crystalline core” of the Lebendun gneiss in the
Naret region is discussed and arguments supporting a pre-
Mesozoic age are presented. The magmatic history of the Ma-
torello gneiss within the Maggia nappe is considered in detail
and field evidences are presented to support a plutonic intru-
sive origin for this body rather than local melting of adjacent
paragneisses.
2. Geological setting
The Naret region is part of the Lower Pennine Zone (Milnes
1974b). It is located in the Northern Steep Zone (Milnes
1974b) where all tectonic units – including the Gotthard mas-
sif, its para-autochthonous sedimentary cover and the Lower
Pennine Zone – are in a subvertical position. The Naret re-
gion comprises three tectonic units (Fig. 1): the northern and
frontal part of the Maggia nappe, the eastern part of the
Lebendun nappe and the Bedretto zone, which consists of
metasediments representing the original Mesozoic cover of
both nappes. In the Central Alps, Mesozoic metasedimentary
units form mappable marker horizons separating the different
crystalline nappes (Schmid & Preiswerk 1908; Preiswerk
1918).
The Maggia nappe is composed of pre-Mesozoic or-
thogneisses, paragneisses and schists. It also includes the
Matorello body, which is a late-Variscan, 300 Ma old intrusion
(Köppel et al. 1981a) located in the core of the nappe. The or-
thogneisses represent pre-Variscan intrusions, as established
from dating of similar orthogneisses at Alpe Scheggia, 6–7 km
to the east (Steiner 1984a), which yielded a magmatic Rb/Sr
age of 430-580 Ma. Studies of the metasedimentary rocks by
Köppel et al. (1981a,b) identified two zircon populations, the
first of pre-Caledonian age and the second with an age be-
tween Caledonian and Variscan time. The tectono-stratigraph-
ic position of the Maggia nappe is still controversial.
Froitzheim et al. (1996) and Schmid et al. (2004) assigned the
Maggia nappe to the Briançonnais (or Middle Penninic) do-
main. In contrast, Maxelon & Mancktelow (2005) argued that
the Maggia and Simano nappes are part of the same unit, sup-
porting an assignment to the thinned passive margin of the Eu-
ropean continent.
The Lebendun nappe is a sequence of orthogneisses and
conglomeratic to psammitic metasediments (Schmid &
Preiswerk 1908; Bearth 1973; Spring et al. 1992). The age of
the metasediments is still controversial. Rodgers and Bearth
(1960) suggested that the Lebendun conglomerates and sand-
stones represent a series of flysch-like sediments deposited in
Mesozoic time. This interpretation was supported by Spring et
al. (1992), who proposed three possible paleogeographic envi-
ronments ranging from Lias-Dogger to Cretaceous-Tertiary in
age. In contrast, Wenk & Günthert (1960), Milnes (1964,
1965), Joos (1969), Bearth (1973) and Leu (1986) suggested a
pre-Triassic (possibly Permo-Carboniferous) age, mainly
based on their field observations suggesting that the Lebendun
conglomeratic metasediments are typically overlain by
quartzites and dolomitic marbles of probable Triassic age.
The Bedretto zone consists of calcitic and dolomitic mar-
bles of Triassic age, as well as a very heterogeneous series of
calc-micaschists of probable Jurassic age (Steinmann 1994),
often referred to as “Bündnerschiefer”.
All of these units were involved in intense polyphase defor-
mation and metamorphism during the Alpine orogeny (Ayr-
ton & Ramsay 1974; Milnes 1974a,b; Klaper 1980, 1982; Huber
et al. 1980; Huber 1981; Simpson 1982b; Grujic 1992; Grujic &
Mancktelow 1996; Maxelon & Mancktelow 2005). Alpine
metamorphism in the Naret region reached peak conditions of
lower to middle amphibolite facies (Niggli & Niggli 1965),
characterised by the presence of kyanite and staurolite in
metapelitic series and by the presence of tremolite + calcite in
impure dolomitic marbles (Trommsdorff 1966). Overall there
is a steady increase in metamorphic grade from north to south
in the Central Alps (e.g. Niggli & Niggli 1965), but the meta-
morphic gradient is not constant. From the Aar and Gotthard
massifs in the north into the adjacent para-autocthonous sedi-
mentary cover to the south, there is a strong gradient in meta-
morphic grade from greenschist to lower amphibolite facies
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Fig. 1. Tectonic map of the northern Lepontine
Alps, showing the main tectonic units and the po-
sition of the Northern Steep Zone (Milnes,
1974b). Swiss co-ordinates are given with units in
kilometres. Inset outlines the study area.
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(Klaper 1982, 1985) whereas further south in the northern Pen-
nine zone, where the studied area is located, the north-south
gradient in the metamorphic conditions is weak (Niggli & Nig-
gli 1965; Gunzenreiner 1998; Albisetti 1999; Allaz & Mader,
2003 and Rütti 2003).
3. Petrographical characterisation of the mapped units
During this study, a 10 km2 area has been mapped on the scale
1:10’000. Rocks of the Maggia nappe occur in the south of the
map area, rocks of the Lebendun nappe in the central part,
and Mesozoic rocks of the Bedretto zone mark the separation
between these two nappes as well as dominating the northern
part of the map area (Figs. 2a, 3).
3.1. Maggia nappe
The orthogneisses (Fig. 4a) are characterised by porphyroclasts
of K-feldspar and quartz (“augengneiss”). Their modal compo-
sition is relatively homogeneous and they typically contain
quartz-plagioclase-K-feldspar-muscovite-biotite, with epidote,
chlorite, apatite, rutile, ilmenite and idiomorphic zircon as
accessories. Two types of orthogneiss can be distinguished, one
with porphyroclasts of up to 1 cm size, the other with very
coarse, up to 4 cm sized porphyroclasts. Both types have sharp
boundaries to the other rock types. 
The metasedimentary rocks include strongly foliated and
compositionally heterogeneous pelitic micaschists and psam-
mitic paragneisses (Fig. 4b), with gradational boundaries
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Fig. 2. a) Geological map of the Naret region,
with the boundary of the mapped area indicated
by a thick black line. A–B: location of the profile
in Fig. 3. 
between lithologies. Mineral assemblages typically contain
quartz-plagioclase-biotite-muscovite-garnet ± staurolite and
tourmaline. Epidote, chlorite, titanite, rutile, apatite, graphite,
zircon and ilmenite occur as accessories.
The Matorello body is subdivided into the Matorello
gneiss, a quartz-diorite, and lamprophyric, aplitic and peg-
matitic dykes. The Matorello gneiss (Fig. 4c) is a grey leuco-
cratic granite forming the main body of the intrusion. The
homogeneous modal composition has produced quartz-plagio-
clase-K-feldspar-biotite, with epidote, muscovite, chlorite, ti-
tanite, apatite, zircon and allanite as accessories. Mafic rocks
occur as both isolated enclaves and as enclave swarms. The
quartz-diorite (Fig. 4d) is a dark green, coarse-grained and
massive basic rock body of ca. 1 km length and ca. 400 m
width, occurring within the Matorello gneiss (Figs. 2a, 3). The
mineral assemblage consists of dark green amphibole (tscher-
makitic hornblende)-biotite-plagioclase-quartz-epidote ± titan-
ite, chlorite, apatite and rutile. Despite the regionally strong
Alpine deformation, the quartz-diorite remains practically
undeformed and preserves the original gabbroic texture. The
lamprophyric dykes, which were studied previously by Steiner
(1984b), are 5–15 m thick, dark green, coarse-grained intru-
sions. They occur in both the Matorello gneiss and the quartz-
diorite, and contain green amphibole (actinolitic hornblende)-
epidote-chlorite-plagioclase-quartz-phlogopite ± titanite and
apatite. The aplitic dykes are 50–100 cm thick, fine-grained,
weakly foliated, leucocratic granites. In general, they are com-
posed of quartz-plagioclase-K-feldspar-biotite. Locally, aplites
exhibit elongated aggregates of coarse tourmaline, outlining
the main stretching lineation L2 (Fig. 5a). These aggregates 
are 5–6 cm long and 1–2 cm wide, and are surrounded by ca.
0.5 cm haloes of biotite-free aplite (Fig. 5b). The pegmatitic
dykes are 0.5–1.5 m thick and are composed of quartz-plagio-
clase-K-feldspar-muscovite-tourmaline. Idiomorphic tourma-
line crystals within the pegmatites can reach 15 cm in size.
3.2. Lebendun nappe
The Lebendun nappe consists of a suite of foliated metasedi-
ments of arkosic origin (Fig. 4e), all of which have a similar
mineral assemblage containing quartz-plagioclase-K-feldspar-
biotite-muscovite-calcite, with epidote, garnet, apatite, chlo-
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Fig. 2. b) Structural map of the Naret region
showing the orientation of representative S2
(main foliation), S3 (D3 fold axial plane), S4 (D4
fold axial plane), L2 (mineral/stretching lin-
eation), L3 (crenulation lineation), L4 (D4 fold
axis). Swiss co-ordinates are given in units of kilo-
metres.
rite, zircon and ilmenite as accessories. Modal compositions
vary and grain sizes range from ≤ 0.5mm up to ca 7mm. In
contrast to adjacent regions further west (Burckhardt 1942;
Günthert 1954a,b; Rodgers & Bearth 1960; Wenk & Günthert
1960; Milnes 1964, 1965; Joos 1969; Bearth 1973; Huber-Aleffi
1982), there are no obvious meta-conglomerates within the
Lebendun nappe in the mapped area.
3.3. Bedretto zone
3.3.1. Metacarbonates (Triassic)
The metacarbonates occur as thin (<100 m wide) bands
between the two crystalline nappes (Fig. 3) and, based on
regional lithological correlations, are most probably of Triassic
age. The predominant lithology is calcite marble, containing
calcite-quartz-plagioclase-muscovite. Tremolite-bearing dolo-
mite marbles and rauhwackes are also observed, but are less
common.
3.3.2. Calc-micaschists
The calc-micaschists (Fig. 4f) are a heterogeneous series of
alternating pelites, psammites and carbonate material. Band
thicknesses are variable and all rocks are strongly foliated.
Typical mineral assemblages contain quartz-plagioclase-
calcite-biotite-muscovite-garnet-epidote-graphite ± chlorite,
tourmaline, titanite, rutile and ilmenite, although intercala-
tions of calcite-free metapelites also occur locally and con-
tain cm-sized porphyroblasts of garnet, staurolite and kyanite 
(Figs. 6a, 6b). Meta-sandstone lenses composed of quartz-
plagioclase-muscovite also occur, but are relatively uncom-
mon.
4. The Matorello intrusion
4.1. Magma genesis
The origin of the magma of the Matorello intrusion is contro-
versial. Günthert et al. (1976, 1996) suggested local anatexis of
paragneisses during the Variscan orogenesis, triggered by syn-
tectonic Variscan ultrametamorphism. However, we consider
the Matorello rocks to represent a late-Variscan primary in-
trusion, in agreement with Ramsay & Allison (1979). Several
field observations support this interpretation: (i) the sharp
intrusive boundaries between the Matorello gneiss and the
country rocks, (ii) the occurrence of mafic enclaves of quartz-
dioritic composition in the Matorello gneiss, (iii) the appear-
ance of mafic dykes transforming into swarms of mafic
enclaves as a result of magma mingling (Fig. 7), (iv) the occur-
rence of stoping features (Fig. 8), and (v) the occurrence of
late intrusive aplitic and pegmatitic dykes.
The mineralogy of the Matorello gneiss (biotite granite)
suggests its origin as a differentiated mantle magma, i.e. an 
I-type granite, since S-type granites may be expected to devel-
op biotite + muscovite ± garnet (Chapell & White 1974).
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Fig. 3. Geological profile through the studied
area, drawn from Campanile to Poncione dei
Laghetti (trace A–B on Fig. 2). Units are metres.
Lithological signatures are the same as in Fig. 2.
4.2. Mechanism and sequence of intrusion
From crosscutting relationships, the first intrusion was the
quartz-diorite, which was followed by granite (i.e. the Matorel-
lo gneiss), and then the lamprophyric, aplitic, and finally, peg-
matitic dykes. The field characteristics of the quartz-diorite
and its relationship to the Matorello gneiss suggest that over-
head stoping is the most likely intrusion mechanism for the
granitic rock. The granitic magma has infiltrated the pre-exist-
ing quartz-diorite along fractures, forming an in-situ breccia
and allowing melt to migrate. With progressive fracturing of
the quartz-diorite, an interconnected network of granitic
magma developed around more isolated blocks of quartz-
diorite, leading to the development of rounded mafic enclaves
(Figs. 8a–d).
A second type of mafic enclave within the Matorello gneiss
occurs as swarms (Fig. 7) that progressively develop from more
coherent lamprophyric dykes and are interpreted to have
developed due to mingling of two magmas, as the lampro-
phyric dyke intruded into still (partially) molten granitic
magma (cf. Hill 1984). 
5. Structural geology
Four main Alpine deformation phases can be distinguished in
the Naret region, based on overprinting relationships.
5.1. Deformation phase D1
D1 is related to the initial nappe stacking phase and forms
large isoclinal folds with crystalline cores surrounded by
Mesozoic rocks (e.g. Ayrton & Ramsay 1974). Overprint by
subsequent deformation phases makes the determination of
the original D1-fold geometry difficult. Only in the Matorello
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Fig. 4. Photomicrographs of the studied rock
types. a) Orthogneiss of the Maggia nappe, with
coarse grained K-feldspar-“augen”. b) Meta-
pelitic tourmaline-staurolite-garnet-biotite-schist
(Maggia nappe), showing mineral equilibrium
between garnet-staurolite-tourmaline. c) Matorel-
lo gneiss (Maggia nappe), showing large unorient-
ed biotites. d) Porphyric hornblende, epidote and
biotite in quartz-diorite (Maggia nappe). e) Cal-
cite-bearing meta-arkose of the Lebendun nappe.
f) Garnet-bearing calc-micaschists of the Bedretto
Zone. All photomicrographs with plane polarised
light. The symbols in the lower right corners de-
fine the orientation of the lineation with respect
to the thin section. // = L parallel to the thin sec-
tion plane; 8 = L perpendicular to the thin sec-
tion plane, view direction down-dipping;  = L
perpendicular to the thin section plane, view di-
rection up-pointing.
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Fig. 5. a) Boulder of a deformed aplitic dyke with
elongated tourmaline aggregates (Pne dei Laghet-
ti, Swiss co-ordinates 688’815/147’090). b) Detail
of a stretched tourmaline aggregate, defining L2.
Fig. 6. Photomicrographs of the metapelitic
bands in calc-micaschists of the Bedretto zone. a)
Staurolite and garnet porphyroblasts in staurolite-
garnet-schist (plane polarised light). b) Garnet,
staurolite and kyanite porphyroblasts in kyanite-
staurolite-garnet-schist (crossed polarised light).
Fig. 7. Swarm of mafic enclaves of lamprophyric
composition in Matorello gneiss, crosscut sub-ver-
tically by an aplitic dyke (Pne dei Laghetti area,
688’310/147’095).
gneiss, where the deformation is heterogeneous and the influ-
ence of D2 is weaker, is S1 locally preserved as the dominant
schistosity (e.g. Simpson 1982a). In this lithology, which was
not pervasively layered or foliated prior to Alpine deforma-
tion, D1 is characterized by spectacular heterogeneous duc-
tile shear zones (Ramsay & Graham 1970; Simpson 1982a;
Ramsay & Allison 1979). In other, layered rock types, D1 is
represented by isoclinal folds with thickened hinges, over-
printed by the younger deformation phases (Fig. 9a). The oc-
currence of D1 folds within the Mesozoic calc-micaschists es-
tablishes an Alpine age for this deformational event. 
5.2. Deformation phase D2
Except for the region of the Matorello gneiss, D2 is the
strongest deformation phase throughout the Naret region and
produced a pervasive refolding of the D1 nappe stack on a re-
gional scale. D2 developed tight to isoclinal folds in both layer-
ing (S0) and S1 (Figs. 9a, 9b), with the formation of a penetra-
tive fold axial plane foliation S2. Because of the isoclinal F2
geometry, layering, S1 and S2 are effectively parallel on the
limbs of F2 folds, and limb zones generally predominate on
both the outcrop and regional scale. The main regional folia-
tion is, therefore, a composite (S0 + S1 + S2) parallel to S2
(Grujic & Mancktelow 1996; Maxelon & Mancktelow 2005).
However, in the hinge regions of D2 folds it can be shown that
the folded layering and S1 are commonly more strongly devel-
oped than the new axial plane foliation S2 (e.g. Rütti et al.
2005).
In the study area, S2 generally dips steeply to the NNW
(Figs. 3, 10, 12), reflecting the location of the Naret region in
the Northern Steep Zone of Milnes (1974b). Only at Passo del
Sasso Nero and near P. di Mezzodì does S2, influenced by D3
(section 6.2), show an abrupt change in this trend (Figs. 3, 10).
D2 produces a strong mineral/stretching lineation (L2), de-
fined by elongated quartz, feldspar and, especially, biotite crys-
tals. Generally, L2 is subparallel to the F2 fold axes and plunges
to NNE-ENE (Figs. 3, 12). L2 is related to a widely developed
top-to-NE shearing, which produces a locally penetrative S-C’
fabric and asymmetric σ-clasts (Figs. 9c, 9d). When not over-
printed by later D3 or D4 folding, F2 axes are generally straight
on the outcrop scale and there is no field evidence for F2
sheath-fold development in the Naret area. If F2 axes were
rotated toward the stretching direction as the result of progres-
sive shear (e.g. Sanderson 1973), then they were all rotated in
the same sense, without the development of curved hinges and
sheath-like geometries.
5.3. Deformation phase D3
D3 developed open and more upright folds, with axes approxi-
mately coaxial with F2. The folds are often disharmonic in style
and have an overall corrugated form, with a much lower
amplitude to wavelength ratio when compared to F1 and F2
(cf. Grujic & Mancktelow 1996). The trend of D3 folds is
oblique to the main trend of the Alps and these folds were
referred to as “crossfolds” or “Querfalten” in the older litera-
ture (e.g. Preiswerk 1921). A crenulation cleavage S3 is locally
developed in the hinges of D3 folds, outlined by new biotite
growth (Fig. 9e). A more pervasive S3 foliation is only ob-
served at Passo del Sasso Nero, in the hinge zone of the large
D3 Peccia synform (Fig. 16). As a result of the subsequent D4
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Fig. 8. Different stages of stoping observed in 
the Pne dei Laghetti area: a) quartz-diorite with
thin granitic injection dykes (Swiss co-ordinates
688’460/147’243). b) Angular blocks of quartz-
diorite surrounded by granitic dykes but still
fitting together (688’380/147’158). c) Completely
separated, more rounded blocks of quartz-diorite,
5 cm to 1.5 m in size, in Matorello gneiss
(688’357/147’137). d) Isolated, sub-ellipsoidal
blocks of quartz-diorite in Matorello gneiss
(688’362/147’115).
overprint, S3 dips to the NNE in the SW of the study area and
to the NE in the NE of the area (Figs. 3, 11a). D3 produced a
well developed crenulation lineation throughout the study
region, whose orientation changes progressively from NNE in
the SW to ENE in the NE (Figs. 3, 11b).
5.4. Deformation phase D4
D4 is an open folding phase responsible for the development
of the Northern Steep Zone (Fig. 1; Milnes 1974b). The fold-
ing style is very similar to D3. D4 folds are open and dishar-
monic, with sharp or rounded hinges (Fig. 9f). However, the
two deformation phases are easily distinguishable because of
their different orientation. In fact, F4 axial planes develop
more or less perpendicular to the F3 axial planes in the whole
area, having a relatively constant orientation dipping to NW
(Figs. 2b, 12). F4 axes plunge to NE (Figs. 2b, 12). In rare
cases, a weakly developed crenulation cleavage is observed in
the hinges of D4 folds, marked by the syn-tectonic growth of
biotite and muscovite. There is no direct evidence for a super-
imposition of D4 on D3 in the Naret area but, from the struc-
tural maps of Fig. 11, it can be seen that D4 folds S3 and L3 on
the map scale.
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Fig. 9. Deformation patterns produced during
D1, D2, D3 and D4. a) D1 isoclinal fold, over-
printed isoclinally and coaxially by a D2 fold, in a
calc-micaschist of the Bedretto Zone (near
Garzonera, 689’604/140’770). b) D1 shear zone 
in the Matorello gneiss folded around a tight 
D2 fold (Pne dei Laghetti area, 688’582/147’267).
c) Quartz σ-clast within the main foliation S2,
showing a top-to-NE sense of shear (Lebendun
nappe, near Lago del Fornà, 687’183/149’029). 
d) Feldspar σ-clast showing a top-to-NE sense of
shear (Maggia nappe, near Lago del Naret,
687’277/147’870). e) Parasitic, cm-scale open D3
folds in the hinge zone of the D3 Peccia synform,
developing a new D3 crenulation cleavage perpen-
dicular to the main foliation S2 (orthogneiss of the
Maggia nappe, near Passo del Sasso Nero,
686’135/147’041). f) Open and disharmonic D4
parasitic folds in the Matorello gneiss (Pne dei
Laghetti area, 688’555/147’177) with sharp hinges
and chevron shapes.
Fig. 10. Structural map of S2 foliations in the study area. 1254 field measure-
ments of S2 were averaged with inverse distance weighted spatial averaging,
using the program SpheriStat 2.1c (Pangaea Scientific, 1997).
5.5. Interference patterns
Although, the characteristics of individual fold phases have
been discussed separately, the geometry from outcrop to map
scale is finally determined by the characteristic interference
patterns that developed as a result of fold superposition. The
fold interference pattern classification used here to discuss the
final geometry follows that of Ramsay (1967) and Ramsay &
Huber (1987). 
In the field, it is only possible to observe superposition be-
tween D1, D2 and D3. As noted above, the overprinting caused
by D4 is not seen directly on the outcrop scale but can be inter-
preted from stereographic projections (Fig. 12) and from the
map pattern of S3 and L3 (Figs. 11a, 11b).
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Fig. 11. Structural maps of S3 foliations (a) and L3 crenulation lineation (b). 341 field measurements of S3 and 775 field measurements of L3 were averaged with
inverse distance weighted spatial averaging, using the program SpheriStat 2.1c (Pangaea Scientific, 1997).
Fig. 12. Stereographic projections (lower hemi-
sphere) of planar and linear elements of D2, D3
and D4. N: number of structural data points. S2,
S3, S4 poles of the foliation.
Fig. 13 illustrates both types of fold interference pattern
observed in the studied area. In Fig. 13a, F1 and S1 are over-
printed by isoclinal D2 folding, with the F2 axis oblique to that
of F1 (i.e. the folding is not coaxial), resulting in a tightening of
F1 and the local development of a Type 2 (mushroom) inter-
ference pattern. In contrast, the subsequent open overprint by
D3 forms F3 folds that are coaxial with F2, to produce an inter-
ference pattern of Type 3.
In Fig. 13b, the superposition history is somewhat different.
S1 is again isoclinally folded by D2 but, in this case, F1 and F2
are effectively coaxial. As a result, there is no closure of layer-
ing and S1 in opposite directions to form a mushroom shape.
Instead, an interference pattern of Type 3 is developed. Subse-
quent open folding by D3, directly comparable to the previous
example, is coaxial and again produces an interference pattern
of Type 3.
In summary, the superposition of D2 on D1 can produce
interference patterns of both Type 2 and Type 3, implying that
folding was not always coaxial. However, F3 is always coaxial
with F2 and only producing Type 3 interference patterns.
6. Tectono-stratigraphic reconstruction 
As noted in the introduction, a tectono-stratigraphic recon-
struction of the northern Lepontine area is not straightforward
and remains controversial. The major problem, which was also
encountered in the current study, is in scaling-up the outcrop-
scale observations on fold interference geometry and fold ver-
gence to the dimensions of individual nappe units. This is
made particularly difficult by the fact that F1 and F2 fold over-
printing was generally not coaxial. The large-scale geometry is
therefore truly 3D and the lack of a unique and consistent line
of projection implies that the true geometry is not readily
transformed into the usual 2D profiles (cf. Maxelon & Manck-
telow 2005). In spite of these limitations, this section attempts
to develop a regional model of the nappe evolution in the
Naret region, with emphasis on the geometry and position of
the Lebendun nappe.
6.1. Lebendun nappe
6.1.1. Field observations
As shown in Fig. 14, the geometry of the Lebendun nappe is
complex. North of the Lago del Fornà, as well as south and east
of Garzonera, the northern boundary between the Lebendun
nappe and the Mesozoic rocks is folded isoclinally with a con-
sistent S vergence (note that all vergences are reported looking
down, along the fold axis). Southeast of Campanile, the same
boundary is also strongly folded but the fold vergence is now Z.
In contrast, the southern Lebendun boundary is generally
straight and without parasitic folds. Only east of Garzonera is it
folded isoclinally with an S vergence. Moreover, south of P. di
Mezzodì, all the lithologies are overprinted by an open folding
phase, with a fold axial plane dipping moderately NE.
In the adjacent calc-micaschists, D2 folds south of the
Lebendun nappe and near Garzonera are clearly Z-vergent,
while east of Lago del Fornà they have an S vergence.
6.1.2. Tectonic interpretation
The symmetric Mesozoic-Lebendun-Mesozoic structure im-
plies that the rocks of the Lebendun nappe lie in the core of a
major isoclinal fold. In agreement with Maxelon (2004), we
interpret this structure as a D1 anticline, the Lebendun-nappe
anticline, formed during nappe stacking, as the Maggia nappe
was thrust over the Lebendun nappe (Fig. 15a). The Z-vergent
isoclinal folds southeast of Campanile and the S-vergent fold
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Fig. 13. Examples of interference structures between D1, D2 and D3, in paragneisses of the Maggia nappe. a) Interference pattern of Type 2 (mushroom) between
D1 and D2 (near Lago del Naret, 687’322/147’568). b) Coaxial interference pattern of Type 3 between D1 and D2 (near Lago Scuro, 687’444/147’883).
east of Garzonera (Fig. 14) are interpreted as parasitic folds on
this D1 structure.
The S vergences of the isoclinal folds north of the Lago del
Fornà as well as south and east of Garzonera (Fig. 14) are not
consistent with a D1 antiform. These folds are therefore inter-
preted as D2 folds, superimposed on the pre-existing nappe
stack. 
Mapping of D2-fold vergences in the Naret area outlines a
series of D2 structures (Fig. 15b): the Garzonera antiform and
the Lebendun synform, which are parasitic structures of the
major Bedretto synform to the north, and the Maggia antiform
to the south (Maxelon 2004). Since the rocks of the Lebendun
nappe do not occur on the southern limb of the Lebendun
synform, we conclude that the Lebendun-nappe geometry is
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Fig. 14. Tectonic map showing the Lebendun nappe boundary geometry and the main vergences of the D2 folds. a) Sketch of the geological situation at Lago del
Fornà. b) Sketch of the geological situation SE of Campanile. c) Sketch of the geological situation at Garzonera. Arrows indicate the viewing directions. Litho-
logical signatures are the same as in Fig. 2a.
Fig. 15. a) Tectonic situation after D1 thrusting of the Maggia nappe over the Lebendun nappe, showing the main mapped D1 parasitic folds. b) Tectonic situation
after D2 refolding of the nappe stack, showing the complex Lebendun nappe geometry, the main D2-fold structures, as well as the vergences of the mapped D2
parasitic folds. Lithological signatures are the same as in Fig. 2a.
the result of a non-coaxial Type 2 (mushroom) interference
structure between D1 and D2 (Fig. 15b), exactly as is observed
on the outcrop scale (Fig. 13a). Open and coaxial D3 folding is
then responsible for folding of all the lithologies south of P. di
Mezzodì. The last D4 phase in turn produces an open fold in
the D3 axial planes and is also responsible for the overall steep
orientation in this area (the Northern Steep Zone, Milnes
1974b).
6.2. Summary of the regional tectono-structural evolution
The first deformation phase D1 led to the formation of large
nappes with cores of crystalline basement surrounded by sedi-
ments of Mesozoic age (Ayrton & Ramsay 1974). In the study
area, D1 caused thrusting of rocks of the Maggia nappe over
those of the Lebendun nappe. The Mesozoic rocks of the
Bedretto zone occur in a synclinal position, between the
Maggia and Lebendun nappes (Fig. 15a). In agreement with
Maxelon (2004), we consider the main D1 structure to be the
Lebendun-nappe anticline, whose parasitic folds are the iso-
clinal folds SE of Campanile. From the map of Fig. 14, we see
that the rocks of the Lebendun nappe are almost exclusively in
contact with the Mesozoic calc-micaschists, and Triassic mar-
bles only occur in the D1 fold hinges. This is probably a result
of thickening of marble units in fold hinges during D1 folding.
Since the Lebendun rocks are consistently surrounded by
rocks of most likely Triassic and Jurassic age, we interpret
them to be of pre-Triassic age (in accordance with Günthert
1954b; Wenk & Günthert 1960; Milnes 1964, 1965; Joos 1969;
Bearth 1973; Leu 1986).
The second deformation phase D2 isoclinally refolded the
nappe pile and produced the regional main foliation. In the
work area, the major regional-scale D2 structures recognised
are the Bedretto synform and the Maggia antiform (Maxelon
2004), as well as their parasitic folds, the Garzonera antiform
and the Lebendun synform.
D3 is characterised by an open folding phase, responsible
for rotation of the main foliation around P. di Mezzodì and
Passo del Sasso Nero. This change in orientation is an expres-
sion of the Mezzodì antiform and of the Peccia synform, which
are parasitic structures on the regional Ticino culmination to
the east and on the Maggia Steep Zone to the west (cf. Merle
et al. 1989; Maxelon & Mancktelow 2005).
D4 manifests itself as an open folding phase. It causes the
rotation of both S3 and L3 and leads to the formation of the
Northern Steep Zone (Milnes 1974b). Similar late fold struc-
tures have been described further east in the region of the
Lukmanier pass, where they have been related to the major
Chiera synform that produces the Northern Steep Zone on its
northern limb (Milnes 1976; Milnes & Pfiffner 1980; Etter,
1986; Grujic & Mancktelow 1996; Maxelon 2004).
A synthesis of the relationship between the main structures
of D2, D3 and D4 is presented in Fig. 16.
7. Metamorphism
Widespread porphyroblastic mineral growth occurred in 
pelitic rocks of the Maggia nappe and in calc-micaschists of 
the Bedretto zone, whereas the metapsammitic rocks of the
Lebendun nappe are generally porphyroblast-free. Interpreta-
tion in thin-section of the relationship between metamorphic
mineral growth and microstructures, and the phases of defor-
mation established on a regional scale, allows the relative tim-
ing of the Alpine metamorphic history to be established.
7.1. Mineral growth vs. deformation
In the metasedimentary rocks of the Maggia nappe, garnet
occurs in two distinct generations (Fig. 17a). Grt1 is defined 
by coarse-grained (6–7 mm) idioblastic crystals which predate
the main regional deformation phase D2. Grt2 is fine-grained
(≤ 1.5 mm) and grew between D2 and D3 (Fig. 17b). Staurolite
porphyroblasts are up to 2 mm in size, grew between D2 and
D3 and are in apparent equilibrium with grt2, tourmaline and
biotite. A second, less common, staurolite generation post-
dates D3, overgrowing the S3 crenulation cleavage. Plagioclase
occurs as poikilitic, coarse-grained (up to 7 mm) porphyrob-
lasts, developing syn- to post-D3.
The calc-micaschists of the Bedretto zone, contain just a
single generation of garnet. Porphyroblasts are idiomorphic,
fine to very coarse-grained (0.25 mm–1.5 cm), and chemically
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Fig. 16. Structural map of axial plane traces for the major D2, D3 and D4 struc-
tures in the Naret region. The exact position of the axial plane trace FAP4 is
uncertain.
zoned. Mn2+ and Ca2+ rich crystal cores developed before D2
and were overgrown by Fe2+ and Mg2+ rich mantles between
D2 and D3. Only the outermost rim developed after D3, over-
growing D3 crenulation folds (Fig. 17c). Staurolite and kyanite
occur exclusively in metapelitic bands within the Bedretto
zone calc-micaschists. Fine-grained (≤ 1 mm) staurolite (st1) is
present as pre-D2 inclusions in garnet. St2 then grew between
D2 and D3, in equilibrium with garnet and kyanite (Fig. 6b). St3
is characterised by coarse-grained porphyroblasts (≤ 4–5 mm),
developing syn- to post-D3 and overgrowing garnet (Fig. 17d).
Kyanite porphyroblasts postdate D2, overgrowing the main
foliation S2 (Fig. 6b). Undulose extinction due to D3 folding
(Fig. 17e), indicates that kyanite porphyroblasts predate D3.
Chloritoid occurs exclusively as fine-grained (≤ 2 mm), pre-D2
inclusions in garnet. These inclusions contain a relict S1 folia-
tion which is clearly distinguishable from the main S2 foliation
that deflects around the inclusions (Fig. 17f) and brackets chlo-
ritoid growth between D1 and D2 phases. Plagioclase porphy-
roblasts are very coarse in size (up to 8 mm) and, as in the
metasedimentary rocks of the Maggia nappe, grew syn- to
post-D3, overgrowing garnet and staurolite (Fig. 17d).
From these observations we conclude that the main stage
of mineral growth occurred between D2 and D3, both in the
metasedimentary rocks of the Maggia nappe and in the calc-
micaschists of the Bedretto zone (Table 1). Porphyroblast
growth occurred after nappe stacking (D1) and its subsequent
refolding (D2). These observations are in agreement with the
discordant regional trend of metamorphic mineral zones in the
Central Alps, which clearly crosscut both D1 nappe and D2
regional refold structures (e.g. Niggli & Niggli 1965; Wenk
1970)
7.2. Pressure-temperature evolution
PT histories were established by calculating pseudosections for
bulk compositions representing a tourmaline-staurolite-garnet-
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Fig. 17. Photomicrographs showing the relation-
ship between porphyroblast growth and
polyphase deformation in metasedimentary rocks
of the Maggia nappe and calc-micaschists of the
Bedretto zone. a) Two garnet generations in mi-
caschist of the Maggia nappe. The main foliation
S2 is bent around the coarse grained, pre-D2 grt1.
In contrast, the very fine grained grt2 overgrows
S2 and therefore postdates D2. b) S3 crenulation
cleavage deflection around grt2, showing that grt2
has grown between D2 and D3 (Maggia nappe). c)
D3 folds included in the outernmost rim area of
garnet porphyroblast, showing a rim growth post-
D3. The straight inclusion pattern in the inner rim
area and in the core indicates a post-D2 grt-
growth (Bedretto zone). d) st3 growing syn-D3
and including post-D2 garnets. Plagioclase over-
grew st3 and postdates therefore D3. f) Pre-D2
chloritoid inclusion in garnet (Bedretto zone).
Chloritoid includes a relictic S1 foliation. There-
fore, chloritoid has grown between D1 and D2. e)
Undulos extinguishing pre-D3 kyanite porphyrob-
last (Bedretto zone) a,b,c,f: by plane polarised
light; d,f: crossed polarised light.
micaschist of the Maggia nappe (Fig. 18a) and a kyanite-stau-
rolite-garnet-micaschist of the Bedretto zone (Fig. 18b). Dia-
grams were calculated with the 2002 revision of the Holland
and Powell thermodynamic dataset (Holland & Powell 1998),
the 2005 version of Perplex (Connolly 2005) and appropriate
solution-phase models (see Mahar et al. 1997, White et al.
2000, Coggon & Holland 2002, and the Thermocalc(www.esc.
cam.ac.uk/astaff/holland/thermocalc.html) and Perplex (www.
perplex.ethz.ch/). The Maggia and Bedretto samples were
modelled in NaCaMnTiKFMASH and NaCaTiKFMASH sys-
tems, respectively, with H2O in excess in both cases. Melt reac-
tions and ferric iron end-members were not considered (so epi-
dote stability is probably under-represented due to the absence
of Fe3+-bearing end-members). Comparison of predicted phase
assemblages and observed mineral relations constrains part of
the PT evolution of these samples, which are assumed to have a
shared Alpine metamorphic history. 
A key constraint on the maximum temperatures achieved
is that staurolite growth occurred between D2 and D3 in both
the Bedretto and the Maggia samples, and that although kyan-
ite also grew during the same period, it was restricted to the
Bedretto sample. This restricts maximum temperature to
between ca. 640°C and 650°C at ca. 8–10 kbar (label ‘B’ on
Figs. 18a, 18b). Fig. 18 demonstrates that both samples may
have experienced almost identical Alpine PT histories, with
differences in preserved mineral assemblages resulting solely
from their different bulk compositions (e.g. Tab. 2).
The occurrence of post-D1 chloritoid in the Bedretto sam-
ple shows only that the temperature during D1 was lower than
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Table 1. Relationship between mineral growth and deformation phases in the
metasedimentary rocks of the Maggia nappe and in the calc-micaschists of the
Bedretto zone.
Fig. 18. a) Pseudosection calculated for a bulk composition representing the tourmaline-staurolite-garnet-micaschist of the Maggia nappe (Table 2a) in the system
NaCaMnTiKFMASH. b) Pseudosection calculated for a bulk composition representing the kyanite-staurolite-garnet-micaschist of the Bedretto zone (Table 2b)
in the system NaCaTiKFMASH. H2O in excess for both pseudosections. Shading represents assemblage variance (darker = higher variance). Large and petro-
graphically significant fields are labelled. Abbreviations as text except q = quartz, cd = cordierite, ctd = chloritoid, ru = rutile, ilm = ilmenite, sill = sillimanite, and
= andalusite, pa = paragonoite, ma = margarite. Stars and dashed ellipses represent THERMOCALC average-PT estimates and their 2σ uncertainties. Bold
curves and labelled circles represent constrained PT path and deformation criteria (see text for details).
the ca. 570 ˚C chloritoid-out reactions (Fig. 18b). Due to the
strong overprint of subsequent deformation phases, further
reconstruction of the stable mineral assemblage during D1 and
consequent estimation of its PT conditions is difficult.
Syn-kinematic growth of biotite and muscovite but not of
chlorite during D2 implies that D2 occurred after chlorite-out
(e.g. at 610–640°C, 8.5–10 kbar), although D2 growth and sub-
sequent breakdown of chlorite cannot be discounted.
The occurrence of kyanite instead of sillimanite as the
stable aluminosilicate phase in the Bedretto sample allows the
lowermost limit of the maximum pressure phase to be con-
strained at ca. 7 kbar. An estimation of the upper limit of Pmax
cannot be so easily constrained. We suggest that Pmax was
lower than 10 kbar (e.g. at label ‘A’ in Fig. 18) since there is
textural evidence of protracted staurolite growth through D2,
and Fig. 18a implies that higher prograde pressures would re-
sult in staurolite growth only as the thermal peak is reached.
PT conditions during D3 are constrained by the absence of sil-
limanite and the growth of S3 staurolite after kyanite and garnet.
We propose that D3 is bracketed by the thermal maximum (which
occurred between D2 and D3) and the growth of retrograde bi-
otite in the axial plane of D4 folds during the last deformation
phase, which occurred before point ‘C’ on Figs. 18 a and 18b.
8. Conclusions
The results of this study can be summarized as follows.
1. In the Naret region, three main tectonic units occur: the
northern and frontal part of the Maggia nappe, the eastern
part of the Lebendun nappe and the Bedretto zone. 
2. The Maggia nappe is composed of pelitic to psammitic
metasedimentary rocks, orthogneiss and rocks of the
Matorello group.
3. Sharp boundaries against the country rocks, the occurrence
of mafic enclaves indicating both stoping and magma min-
gling, and the presence of late intrusive lamprophyric,
aplitic and pegmatitic dykes, all indicate a primary mag-
matic intrusive origin for rocks of the Matorello group,
rather than a remobilisation of adjacent gneisses.
4. The Lebendun nappe consists of fine- to medium-grained
metasedimentary rocks of arkosic composition. No evi-
dence for conglomeratic sediments has been found in the
study area. The position of these rocks consistently below
the enveloping Mesozoic metasediments indicates that they
are of pre-Triassic age. The complex nappe geometry is the
result of non-coaxial interference between D1 and D2 folds.
5. The Bedretto zone represents the Mesozoic cover unit of the
Maggia and Lebendun nappes. It consists of Triassic calcite
and dolomite marbles, as well as heterogeneous calc-micas-
chists (Bündnerschiefer), which both act as a nappe separator.
6. During Alpine orogenesis, all rocks in the Naret region
have been affected by amphibolite-facies metamorphism
and by four ductile deformation phases. During D1 the
Maggia nappe was thrust over the Lebendun nappe, with
the two units now separated by the Mesozoic metasedi-
ments of the Bedretto zone. D1 produced isoclinal folds
and ductile shear zones at estimated temperatures of
500–530°C and pressures of 9–10 kbar. D2 caused isoclinal
refolding of the nappe pile, accompanied by shearing with
top-to-NE sense. It also produced the main regional folia-
tion and a stretching lineation parallel to the D2 fold axis.
Estimated conditions of this phase are ca. 610–640°C and
8.5–10 kbar. A thermal peak was attained between D2 and
D3 and is characterized by garnet, staurolite, kyanite,
tourmaline and plagioclase blastesis at ca. 640–650°C, ca.
8–9 kbar. D3 produced an open crossfolding of the nappe
stack and locally developed a penetrative crenulation
cleavage in the hinges of D3 folds and a strong crenulation
lineation. The major D3 structures are the Peccia synform
and the Mezzodì antiform. D4 is an open backfolding
phase, responsible for the rotation of S3 and L3 and for the
development of the Northern Steep Zone. This phase is
estimated to have occurred at ≥ 550°C and ≥ 3 kbar.
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